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Abstract 

Oral administration is the most broadly used dosage form for drug delivery in a disease 

treatment. However, the tablet imperfections known as visual defects may significantly impact 

the efficacy and therapeutic effect. Accordingly, the tablet defect identified before bottling is a 

crucial issue in the pharmaceutical industry. Presently, the defect checking usually relies on 

either manual sampling, visual image processing or combination of deep learning methods in 

the manufactory. Nevertheless, currently it still lacks both simple and effective mechanism to 

tackle this problem in industry. For this reason, the tablet defect detection model is developed 

using a biaxial planes discrete scanning algorithm based on simple algebraic calculation. 

Therefore, actual tablet shape can be quickly identified, and the defect status can be thus 

evaluated accurately. Initially, the standard tablet shape is formed using biaxial planes discrete 

scanning process from both front and side views respectively. Second, analog output signal 

generated from the image sensor is transformed into a series digital code in an array. Third, 

every tablet for investigation is processed following up the same steps as the standard tablet 

does. Finally, the defect status is determined using similarity gap and square mean error (SME) 

between the standard tablet and detected one. The experimental results reveals that the defect 

tablet has a significantly big similarity gap over the standard one up to 20% and 100% in front 

and side views, respectively. On the other hand, the square mean error (MSE) reaches 7903 and 5393 

in front and side views, respectively. It verifies that the proposed model can effectively justify 

the defect status in term of rapidness, accuracy and robustness.  
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